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A fast RLS-algorithm of multichannel adaptive filtering with a sliding window and linear

constraints is suggested. The algorithm represents a fast (effective in the computational sense)

version of the similar RLS-algorithm based on the inverse QR-decomposition. A peculiar feature of

the algorithm is absence of square root operations in it.

Among the contemporary algorithms of adaptive processing of signals, recursive algorithms using the least squares

criterion (Recursive Least Squares — RLS) [1] are considered most effective from the viewpoint of their transient process

duration and the level of residual error in steady-state conditions. All RLS algorithms necessitate calculation of the

correlation matrix of input signals of the adaptive filter. This matrix may be determined on an increasing or on a sliding

window (SW) of the data to be processed. The sliding window permits the adaptive filter to track effectively various

changes when processing non-stationary signals. Most of adaptive filtration algorithms are based on the methods of

unconstrained optimization. However, in a number of cases, the conditional (linearly constrained — LC) optimization is

employed. For development of computational procedures in SW RLS and LC SW RLS-algorithms, various mathematical

methods are used, including QR-decomposition of the matrix of input signals of the adaptive filter. A disadvantage of

adaptive algorithms based on QR-decomposition is that they cannot do without taking the square root requiring additional

computational resources. In RLS-algorithms using the direct QR-decomposition, these operations can be avoided by

scaling some variables [2]. The same technique has been applied in [3] for the LC SW RLS-algorithm based on the inverse

QR-decomposition.

The present work is devoted to a fast (effective in the computational sense) version of the algorithm described in [3],

and represents its full mathematical analog. It means that at identical parameters of adaptive filters, operating under the

same conditions, both algorithms exhibit identical quality of adaptive filtering when the algorithms are realized in the

floating-point arithmetic. The difference between both algorithms consists in their computational procedures, i.e., in the

number of arithmetic operations spent on implementation of one iteration.

The part of computations associated with linear constraints (steps 19–22 and 26–29 of the algorithm described in [3])

is the same for both algorithms. But the vectors of Kalman’s coefficients g kN U, ( )
'

and g kN D, ( )
'

are calculated in different

ways. In the case of the fast algorithm, these vectors are determined as shown in Table 1 illustrating the computational

procedure of the new LC SW RLS-algorithm of adaptive filtering.

In Table 1, CNJ is the matrix of J linear constraints; fJ is the vector of values of a parameter to be constrained;
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is the vector of weight coefficients of the M-channel adaptive filter;
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